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How to use the  
Tools for Talking 

This sheet tells you about the 
Tools for Talking and how to 
use them. 

What are the Tools for 
Talking? 

The Tools for Talking include 5 
short videos and 5 activities. 
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There is a video and an activity 
about 5 topics: 

•Talking about your culture 
and what it means to you 

•Talking about what you 
think makes a good 
support worker 

•Talking about 
independence and what is 
important to you 
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•Talking about important 
people in your life and your 
relationships with them 

•Talking about things you 
do now and things you 
would like to do in the 
future. 
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What are the tools for 
talking for? 

The tools for talking are to help 
you and the people who 
support you talk about things 
that are important to you.  
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They are to help you think 
about what is important to you 
and to help you tell other 
people about this.  

They might help you and your 
support worker plan your 
support.  

They might help the people 
who support you understand 
you, your wants and desires. 

Who are the tools for 
talking for? 

The tools for talking can be 
used by anyone.  

They were made to be used by 
you and your support worker or 
personal assistant.  
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You might like to use them 
with a family member as well. 
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How do I use the tools 
for talking? 

The videos tell you about what 
other people with learning 
disabilities have said about 
each topic.  

You might want to watch the 
video before doing the activity.  

It might give you ideas or you 
might like to hear what other 
people have said. 

There are instructions for each 
activity. The instructions tell 
you how to do the activity. 
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There are posters, cards, 
stickers or worksheets. These 
need to be printed out. 

The activities can be done 
between you and your support 
worker.   

Some of the activities can be 
done in groups.  

If you do it in a group, it is best 
to have groups of five or less. 

This activity was developed by Gemma Unwin, Michael Larkin, Biza Stenfert Kroese   
and John Rose from the University of Birmingham in 2014 to reflect themes from 
the ‘Access to Social Care – Learning Disabilities Project (ASC-LD)’. 

Please visit our website: www.ToolsForTalking.co.uk 

We thank the many people who provided us with feedback on our themes and 
activities at our Partnership Event in 2013. 

The Tools for Talking reflect the results of independent research commissioned by 
the National Institute for Health Research, School for Social Care Research (NIHR 
SSCR). The views expressed are those of the authors and not necessarily those of 
the NIHR SSCR, NIHR, Department of Health or the NHS.
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